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NUTSERT TOOL – MASTERFIX N10QI  
  

Air nutsert setting tool for sizes from M3-M12* all materials.  

  

The MFXN10QI nutsert tool is the ultimate high speed and automatic spin-pull tool. It is equipped with an 

interchangeable system that doesn’t require any tools. The pressure regulation system ensures the correct 

setting of the nutsert and comes complete with M5, M6, M8 and M10 threaded inserts mandrels/anvils. 

New to nutserts? Go to the blog for more information.  

  

 
  

                    
NT-MFXN10QI Specifications  

Weight  2.3Kg  

Pull Force  29.8kN  

Stroke  9mm  

Cycle Time  2.5 seconds  

Air Pressure  5 – 7 bar  

Fastener Capacity  

M3-12* threaded inserts in all 
material.   
* Optional extra nutsert sizes 

options: M3, M4 & M12 or threaded 

studs mandrels M5, M6 and M8   

https://huckaerobolt.com.au/blogs/news/what-is-a-nutsert
https://huckaerobolt.com.au/blogs/news/what-is-a-nutsert
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Standard equipment for N10QI  

  

• Nose pieces: M5 - M6 - M8 - M10  

• Mandrels for rivet nuts M5 - M6 - M8 - M10   

• Adapters for rivet bolts M5 - M6 - M8  

• One oil refill kit comprising: one bottle hydraulic oil one 3 mm Allen key  

• One filling syringe  

• One user manual   

  

Initial Start-up  

  

The tool must be connected to an air filter-/separator unit; this unit filters the compressed air to separate 

dirt and condensate. A pressure regulator with a preferred setting of 6 bar (min. 5 bar, max. 7 bar) must be 

installed if the operating pressure of the compressed air exceeds (or might exceed) 7 bar.  

  

Use dry and clean materials (hoses, couplings, fittings, etc.) to connect the tool to the filter/separator unit.  

  

Check whether any leakage occurs anywhere in the compressed air supply. If so, replace the damaged 

hoses or coupling. Check the compressed air supply pressure to the tool; this may be max. 7 bar. Drain 

the condensate from the filter/separator unit. Also check the dirt filter.  

  

The riveter is supplied ready for use. The tool need not be filled with oil prior to initial startup.  

  

The N10QI is supplied as standard with fitted M8 nose and threaded mandrel. The N10QI is standard set at 

its minimum pressure adjustment.   

  

Description of the N10QI  

  

The following can be found at the bottom of the tool:  

  

• Compressed air supply hose (0.5 m length, 6 mm ID), with union coupling (item 56, see fig. 6.1). 

• Pressure relief valve (item 48) acting as safety valve to prevent overloading of the tool. The valve 

opens if the compressed air pressure exceeds 7 bar. You can see the pressure with the green indicator (item 

48a). It is possible to fit the supply hose to the other side (at the location of the pressure relief valve). The 

pressure relief valve is then relocated to the supply hose connection.  

• Set screw for pressure adjustment (item 52).  

• Pressure indicator (item 45).  

• Oil level indicator (item 46).  

• Needle valve for time of return (item 72).  
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Operation  

  

Fit the correct threaded mandrel/adapter (item 1,see chapter 8) and nose piece (item 2) to the tool (see 

section 6.2 for threaded mandrel/adapter or nose piece replacement). Set the nose piece. The nose piece is 

correctly set if the mandrel protrudes by one thread from the back of the nut (see section 6.2, item 7 for 

setting the nose piece). Connect the tool to the compressed air supply using the quick-action coupling. 

Ensure that the filter/separator unit is set at an operating pressure between 5 and 7 bar. Set the correct 

pressure. The pressure can be adjusted by the set screw (item 52) at the bottom of the tool (see section 6.3 

for setting the pressure).  

             
The N10QI is provided with a fully automatic air motor for screwing nuts/bolts on and off. First screw the 

nut/bolt one turn on the mandrel/adapter. By pushing the nut/bolt straight against the mandrel/adapter 

(see Fig. 6.1.1), the mandrel/adapter will start to rotate in clockwise direction to screw the nut/bolt on. 

Ensure that the collar of the nut/bolt is facing towards the nose piece. The rotation stops automatically 

when the nut/bolt hits the nose piece. Place the nut/bolt in the material. Be sure to use the correct hole 

size (consult the catalogue for the hole sizes to be used). The following rule of thumb applies: the hole size 

in the material is 0.1 mm larger than the outside diameter of the nut/bolt.  

  

The nut/bolt is installed by operating the trigger. The mandrel/adapter automatically rotates anti-clockwise 

and comes off the nut/bolt when the trigger is released. The next nut/bolt can now be placed on the tool. 

The time of anti-clockwise rotation can be set by turning the adjustment screw (item 72, see Fig. 6.1.2). By 
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turning the screw clockwise the time of rotation is enlarged. By pushing the push button (item 34), extra 

anti-clockwise rotation is possible.   

 

Threaded Mandrel, Adapter and Nose Replacement  

  

You have the correct mandrel/adapter (item 1, see 6.2.1) if its threads correspond to that of the nut/bolt. 

You have the correct nose piece (item 2) if it fits tightly round the thread of the mandrel or bolt.  

  

Proceed as follows to replace a mandrel/adapter with nose piece:  

  

1. Disconnect the tool from the compressed air supply.  

  

                                                   
  

2. Unscrew the lock nut of the nose piece (item 2) from the nose piece holder (item 4) (key SW 20).  

3. Screw the nose piece with the lock nut right out of the nose piece holder. The lock nut remains on the 

nose piece.  

4. Push the protective sleeve (item 6) forward.  

5. Push the security part (item 7) backwards.  

6. In this position, release the mandrel/adapter by turning it anti-clockwise.  

7. In this position, screw the selected mandrel/adapter until it stops by turning clockwise. You have the 

correct mandrel/adapter if its thread corresponds to that of the nut/bolt.  

8. Release the security part (item 7) and ensure that the retaining device covers the hexagon of the 

mandrel/adapter well.  

9. Push the protective sleeve (item 6) backwards and secure it.  

10. Screw the relevant nose piece with the lock nut into the nose piece holder. You have the correct nose 

piece if it fits tightly round the thread of the mandrel or bolt.  

11. Adjusting the nose piece (item 2). A) For nuts.  

Screw a nut up to its collar against the nose piece on the mandrel and adjust the nose piece. The nose 
piece is set properly if the thread of the mandrel protrudes 1 thread from the back of the nut screwed 
on the mandrel. Retain the nose piece and lock it with the lock nut (key SW 20). B) For bolts.  

Connect the tool to the compressed air supply. Screw the nose piece against the adapter. The air 

motor should not start running (if it does, unscrew the nose piece until it stops). Now unscrew the 

nose piece by another 1½ turns. Disconnect the tool from the compressed air supply. Retain the nose 

piece and lock it with the lock nut.  
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12. Replacement of the mandrel/adapter with nose piece is now completed. Then the riveter must be set at 
the correct pressure belonging to the nut/bolt and the clamping capacity (see section 6.3 setting the 

pressure).   

   

Setting Pressure  

  

The pressure can be adjusted by the set screw (item 52 see Fig. 6.3.1) at the bottom of the tool. The tool is 

set at its minimum pressure when it leaves the factory.  

  

Turn the set screw clockwise to increase the pressure. Turn the set screw anti-clockwise to reduce the 

pressure. When reducing the pressure, always operate the trigger to let the pressure release.  

  

The set pressure can be read from the pressure indication (see Fig. 6.3.1).  

  

For adjusting the pressure belonging to the nut/bolt:  

• first adjust to the minimum pressure and then slowly increase;  

• place a nut/bolt on the mandrel/adapter;  

• operate the trigger and increase the pressure by turning the set screw (item 52) clockwise until the 

nut/bolt deforms.  

                                               
If problems should occur with the setting of the pressure, disconnect the tool from thecompressed air 

supply, to release the tool from the pressure.   

  

Testing Pressure  

  

Checking the pressure setting in a field test is recommended. A number of blind riveting nuts or bolts are 

installed into the original material or a test plate for this purpose. This test plate must have the same 

thickness and hole diameter; also ensure that the test plate and the work piece are made of the same 

material.  

  

Maintenance of the N10QI  

  

Daily maintenance  

  

• Check the mandrel/adapter for damage. The threads must not be damaged.  

• Check the pressure setting (see section 6.3 for setting the pressure).  
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• Check if there is any leakage in the compressed air supply. If yes, replace the damaged hoses or 

couplings.  

• Check the compressed air supply pressure; this may be max. 7 bar.  

• Drain the condensate from the filter/separator unit. Also check the dirt filter.   

  

Weekly maintenance  

  

• Check the oil level. There may be insufficient oil if the stroke of the tool is insufficient for correct fitting of 

the nut/bolt. Add oil in that case.   

  

Adding Oil  

  

There may be insufficient oil if the stroke of the tool is too small for proper installation of nuts/bolts. 

(First check whether the stroke setting is correct; see section 6.3 for setting the stroke). The oil level 

indicator (item 46) shows whether loss of oil has occurred. The tool has lost oil if the oil level indicator 

pin no longer protrudes.   

                                                           
Proceed as follows to add oil:  

  

1. Keep the tool upright during all operations. Disconnect the tool from the air supply.  

  

2. Unscrew the M4 cap screw (item 18) from the body (item 21) using the size 3 mm Allen key. Make sure 

the O-ring (item 19) remains in the hole.  

  

3. Fill the (supplied) syringe with hydraulic oil (a bottle is also supplied with the tool).  

  

4. Screw the filled syringe up to the O-ring in the hole. Then slowly inject the oil into the tool (ensure no 

air is injected). Adequate oil has been added as soon as resistance is sensed. The tool now has its 

optimal stroke again. The excess oil will flow back when the syringe is released if more oil is added than 

necessary.  

  

5. Unscrew and remove the syringe from the body. Check whether the O-ring remains in the hole.  

  

6. Screw the M4 cap screw into the hole using the size 3 mm Allen key.  

  

7. Wipe off the excess oil.  
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Base Tool Assembly  
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Parts List  
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